RECRUITMENT INTO INDIAN ARMY: ANTI TOUTING MEASURES

1. Please refer this Depot letter No 0620/Ghoom Rally Jun 19/Rtg dt 12 Apr 2019.

2. This Depot will be carrying out a recruitment rally on 17 Jun 2019 and 18 Jun 2019 at Ghoom Army Ground for Soldier General Duty category for the eligible candidates of Darjeeling and Kalimpong districts.

3. It is a well known fact that recruitment process into Indian Army is fully transparent and automated, and no monetary transaction is involved at any stage. However, despite wide publicity, it has came to notice that various fraudulent activities are undertaken by touts all over the country. Some candidates or their parents are misguided by middlemen/touts and incidents of bribery has also been reported. These type of incidents influence the reputation of Indian Army as well as cause financial loss to the candidates and their parents.

4. In order to curb touting activities and to sensitise the candidates/parents/guardians to be beware of touts during recruitment process, it is requested to initiate necessary measures at your end to reduce/check such/similar activities at your end. It is further requested that an advisory to this effect may please be published in the local newspapers through your esteemed office. A suggested advisory is enclosed.

5. Your co-operation in this regard will be highly appreciated.